
IRINA  90   POINTS

Everyone knows that the Great Western Waste is an empty place, where only predatory beasts inhabit, there are no settle-
ments, no water, no food... Or so we all thought, since from there has arrived, riding a terrible beast, the mercenary known 
as Irina. Little do we still know of these lands, as Irina is sparing with words and does not like to interact with the people 
of the area of Scrapbridge beyond what is necessary to fulfill her work. And she also speaks with a very strange accent so 
that half of what she says is not understood. But no one doubts his fighting skills, which make him worth every bullet you 
have to pay him. 
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WEAPONS
Utacël.

ARMOR
Ropas resistentes.

SPECIAL RULES
·  The one and only.
·  Utacël
 Irina is equipped with a large polearm ending in an edge and adorned with dolls’ heads which she calls by 

the strange name of Utacël, which apparently in her language means Fate. In an Assault Action, this 
weapon has Combat +1, Strength +3 and Penetration 5 stats. During the rest of the Actions in which 
it Combats it will have Combat -1, Strength +2 and Penetration 3 stats.

·  Halálkarma
 Irina rides a huge feline she calls Halálkarma. It is an impressive creature 

that no one but Irina can approach without running the risk of losing a limb.
Halálkarma gives Irina the Mounted, Swift and Offroad special rules. In 
addition, her huge body full of armored parts grants Irina a Cover of 
Armor+3.Of course, that huge mountain of muscle is also capable 
of attacking her enemies, although carrying Irina and a bunch 
of junk on her makes it quite exhausting. Instead of Com-
bat with Irina, you can decide to have Halálkarma do it 
using these stats: Combat 7, Strength 8 and Penetration 
5. However, she will have to rest to attack again, which 
for all intents and purposes is like having the Dead Slow 
special rule.


